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Self love is crucial to mankind, to
the individual spirit, and to the

community and home.





About this book

Hi all and welcome to my photo journal. Memories are so

precious so I wanted to create an album book of all my

favourite moments with friends, family and some of the

things I like. You will also find my photos of the creations

that I made through sewing and beading over the years. I

have made this book a PDF which means that you can

download it to your device or computer as keep it as a

personal keepsake. I hope you enjoy looking through it all

and that you share it others who you love and care about. 





I created my pseudonym Native Stylez around 2009 because I
was searching for something that represented me as an artist and
a First Nations woman, so that is how it originated. Since then I
have gone on to create my own blog website where I share my
stories, my ideas, my thoughts, and my life as it happens. You
can visit my site by clicking this LINK. You can also view it on
Wordpress at nativestylez.me. I also wrote a book about my life
and the things that life taught me in my journey. You can find
the link to the book on my blog website as well. So, without
further rumblings, let's get to this book shall we? 

https://nativestylez.me/


I am neither here nor there

Yet I am every where.

As I travel up I travel down

Continuing round and round

If I am black I am white

So it be dark as it is light

If I am in I am certainly out

This is what existence is all about

When I am open I am also closed

I am in all that all knows

If I am sad I am happy

I am there in both you see

Life without I is life non the same

You will call it by a different name

If I am good I must also be bad

I am every feeling that you’ve ever had

It means nothing yet it means everything

It is the experience that life will bring

You cannot have one without the two

Because it is in every thing that we do

Whether it is now or shall it be after

It makes no difference but it all does matter.

If life is slow then it shall be as equally fast

It is the lessons we learn that were meant to last

So when you need me I am here

I am there

I am everywhere.

It's starts with a
poem

a 2013 writing

Life is a great

journey of figuring

out what to do here

on this plane of

existence.



1998 Graduated from Ontario

Business College with Human

Service Diploma

2008 Finally graduated my high

school diploma. Better late than

never.

2010 Time flies and here

I am graduating from

Confederation College

with Broadcast

Television Program

Diploma

Education



THE FAMILY....where it all began.

My children are at the heart of who I am as a person

today. It is through them that I came to be who I am and

for that I am truly grateful for the Creator's humility, trust

and love in allowing me to be able to call myself their

mother.



BEFORE NATIVE STYLEZ

MY FATHER
My father Dennis was one of

people who made a lasting

impact in my life as he still

does today.

Native
Times

A  MO T H E R ' S  L O V E
by  Valerie Agnes

She had her own style,

her own flare. I love her

for everything she taught

me. Marceline Rose was a

great person, mother,

wife and native woman.

DEEPLY ROOTED
I have always been deeply

close to family. My siblings,

parents and relatives.

A LIFE WITH SISTERS
I couldn't imagine my life

had it not been for my

sisters.



FAMILY
matters

Life is a series of

moments that can feel

like mistakes in the

beginning but then

there comes a time

where you realize that

they weren't mistakes

at all, in fact, they

unfolded in a way so

that one day you would

realize they were your

teachers.

My Children....if I am your tower of
strength then you are the ground that

keeps me standing.



life is an event.....
enjoy it!!



the review



SISTERS....
are a girl's best friend

Sisters are like diamonds, gold even!



Friends, family 

and moments



BROTHERS....
are our first champions in life

My brothers were
my heroes next to
my dad because I

saw a strength
within them that
helped me grow

as a person. Their
dedication to
skills passed

down to them by
family is a trait
that I will hold
onto for as long

as I live.

Valerie Agnes



I think creating things that which were not there at
one point is one of my passions....



Daughters.....
are our friends for life



SONS
are your hope for the future



Past & Present



Let's get personal.....

I'd like to thank you for time and energy and I do hope that

you enjoyed this little journey through photos that I put

together of some of my moments of life. 

There is one image in these photos that I would like to

personally thank a lady by the name of Janice Abbott for. It

was the image of me as a child that she took a long time ago.

It sadly is the only image that I could find of myself as a girl,

so I am glad she took it. 

To my family, friends and relatives I love you!

Life has had so much to teach me throughout my time here

and even though some of it wasn't pleasant, I choose not to

dwell on unpleasantries. Instead, I am grateful for all that life

has taught me through pain, sorrow, happiness, creativity,

and the joy that I learned to create with the gifts that I was

given. I am blessed. 

Miigwetch!

Valerie Agnes



The End


